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The Aftermath of Filing a SAR – Practical Guidance from FinCEN

Annette L. Tripp

After filing a suspicious activity report (SAR) relating to a particular customer or account, a bank 
sometimes will receive a request from law enforcement for information or cooperation.  Is a government 
official entitled to information about the customer simply for the asking?  If the bank complies with the 
request, is it liable for violating the customer’s privacy rights?  When the account appears to be furthering 
criminal activity, can the government stop the bank from closing it?   Two recent Guidance releases from 
the Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) offer helpful clarification on 
these issues.  

One of the releases, FIN-2007-G003, addresses several issues relating to supporting documentation for 
SARs.  The Guidance first stresses that when a bank receives a request to provide supporting 
documentation after a SAR has been filed, it should take special care to verify that the requestor is in fact 
a representative of law enforcement, FinCEN, or other supervisory agency.  A bank should incorporate 
procedures for such verification into its BSA/AML compliance policy.  Such procedures could include 
independent employment verification with the requestor’s field office or face-to-face review of the 
requestor’s credentials.

The Guidance then elaborates on a bank’s obligation to store for five years the supporting documentation 
relating to a SAR.  Recognizing that appropriate methods for storing supporting documentation may vary 
from institution to institution, the Guidance emphasizes that an institution’s particular method and 
procedures should be spelled out in its BSA/AML compliance policy.  FinCEN also warns that a record 
may qualify as supporting documentation even if it is not specifically identified in the narrative portion of 
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the SAR.  Thus, institutions should consider whether items not referenced in the SAR relate to the event 
in question and should be stored as supporting documentation.  

This Guidance concludes with an important clarification that an official’s request for supporting 
documentation is not subject to any legal process requirement.  Requests such as these that are issued 
under the Bank Secrecy Act are exempt from the provisions of the Right to Financial Privacy Act, which 
generally prohibits disclosure of a customer’s financial records without a formalized process that includes 
providing the customer an opportunity to challenge the disclosure.  

The second Guidance, FIN-2007-G002, addresses how a bank should handle a request by law 
enforcement to keep open an account that appears to be supporting suspicious or criminal activity.  
FinCEN recognizes that the ultimate decision to close or maintain a particular account should be made by 
the bank, in accordance with its own standards and guidelines, but suggests that complying with a 
request to keep an account open may further law enforcement efforts to combat money laundering, 
terrorist financing and other crimes.

This Guidance also:

• recommends that if a law enforcement agency asks the bank to maintain a particular account, the 
bank should ask for the request to be in writing. The Guidance also specifies the levels of 
officials who should sign such a request. 

• indicates that the written request should expressly state the request as well as its purpose (for 
example, monitoring).  The request should also indicate the duration of the request, not to exceed 
six months (although additional requests may be made after the expiration of the initial request).  

• recommends that the written request be kept in the bank’s files for at least five years even though 
there is no particular recordkeeping requirement for this type of documentation.

• suggests that a bank notify law enforcement before making a decision on the status of an account 
if the institution is aware from government communications that the account is under 
investigation.

• reminds banks that if they choose to maintain an account as requested by law enforcement, they 
still must comply with recordkeeping and reporting requirements relating to the account, even 
filing SARs in the instance of additional suspicious activity.

Tips for a Winning Sweepstakes Promotion

T. Alan Harris

Although the toaster and the piggy bank have long lost their cachet as promotional items, sweepstakes 
are a time-tested and popular marketing tool for banks.  The frequent occurrence of sweepstakes may 
belie the complexity of the legal framework that impacts them.  Careful attention to federal and state 
requirements is critical for ensuring that an inadvertent violation does not make the sponsoring bank a 
loser.

An initial must for planning a sweepstakes is to avoid its classification as a lottery.  Federal and state laws 
have long prohibited banks and other businesses from sponsoring or promoting lotteries.    A lottery’s 
essential earmarks are: (1) the opportunity to win a prize, (2) an element of chance, and (3) a requirement 
of consideration, or giving something of value, to participate. The key to keeping a sweepstakes out of 
lottery territory is not to require consideration from entrants.  
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Courts have taken a broad view of what constitutes consideration in a sweepstakes.   Consideration can 
include not only the purchase of  the sponsor’s product or service, but many other types of requirements 
for entry – such as completing an extensive survey, attending a marketing presentation, or appearing at 
the sponsor’s branch for a drawing.  Generally, the less effort required of participants, the less likely that 
consideration will be found.  Visiting a branch to pick up an entry form or filling out a short customer 
survey likely do not rise to the level of consideration.  Nonetheless, it is advisable for the sponsor to offer 
an easy alternative method of entry, such as mailing a 3” x 5” card.  

Another essential for a sweepstakes is a well-crafted set of official rules   The official rules are the means 
by which the sponsor meets numerous disclosure requirements imposed by state law.  Although the 
necessary disclosures will vary depending on the particular states to whose residents the sweepstakes is 
offered, the official rules typically should include:

• a statement that no purchase is necessary to enter or win;

• the beginning and ending dates of the sweepstakes;

• the type, number, and approximate retail value of prizes offered;

• the odds of winning, or a statement that the odds will depend on the number of entries
received;

• when and how the winner(s) will be determined;

• how the public can obtain a list of winners.

Other useful provisions to include in the official rules are:

• the ability to suspend the sweepstakes in the event of technical difficulties or instances of 
tampering in the entry process;

• a disclaimer of all liabilities, including for errors by the bank in administering the sweepstakes or a 
winner’s use or misuse of any prize;

• a pronouncement of the final and binding nature of all decisions made by the bank;

• a license for the bank’s use of the name and likeness of the winner(s) for promotional purposes in 
all media;

• a statement that all taxes relating to a prize are the responsibility of the winner.

Some state laws even specify requirements for the font size and typeface of certain disclosures, the 
display and distribution of the official rules, and the advance registration of a sweepstakes with a state 
agency.   In many cases, sponsors choose to exclude from eligibility the residents of states with more 
burdensome requirements.  

Defining the eligibility of entrants by geography becomes even more important when promoting 
sweepstakes on a website, since access is possible by audiences in other countries that may impose 
very different rules on sweepstakes, or prohibit them altogether.  

Defining eligibility of entrants by age also is important.  Most sweepstakes limit participants to those age 
18 or older.  Sweepstakes that collect entry information online from children must comply with additional 
requirements, including the need to link the sponsor’s privacy policy to the official rules.
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Detailed planning and consultation with experienced legal counsel can help protect a bank from unwanted 
liability and maximize the promotional value of a sweepstakes.




